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Animal diversity was dramatically altered during two extinction pulses in the end-Ordovician, where causes for
particularly the first pulse appear contradictory. A range of geological models now support scenarios of both
increasing marine anoxiae.g.1,2 and cooling-driven oxygenatione.g.3−5. The scenario of cooling is problematic
since, for example, reduced temperatures in a greenhouse world6 would rather appear a relief of stress than a kill
mechanism. The scenario of increasing anoxia is also problematic since, for example, the mid-Ordovician and
early Silurian oceans were also prone to develop anoxic water column conditions2,7 in the low-oxygen Paleozoic
world11. However, the two scenarios make some sense together when considering that a) the synchronous
expansion of the oxic and anoxic niches would reduce the hypoxic niche, and b) that stable hypoxic niches
could be argued important for invertebrate animals to manage their tissue renewal and, thus, regeneration8. If
invertebrate animals indeed require hypoxia – internally or externally – for tissue renewal, the loss of hypoxic
habitats could be a significant biotic challenge during both sea-level rise and fall. We evaluate the loss of hypoxic
shelf area (0.5-1.5 mg/l) through a combination of models at sea-level fall of 100 m, as possibly associated with
the first extinction pulse9,10. A mass loss of hypoxic habitats would add to the ongoing gradual modernization
of Earth’s atmospheric oxygen concentrations11. Collectively, these geobiological observations requires us to
consider whether the trajectory of animal evolution was defined also by the loss of hypoxic habitats and of the
hypoxic Paleozoic world.
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